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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM,ITS SCOPE,AND LIMITATIONS 
Statement of the problem.The purpose of this study is to 
bring up to date a review of the research on testing in the 
fields of elementary chemistry and elementary physics as 
taught in the secondary school,and to review many of the 
standardized tests which have been constructed in these sci-
ences since 1938. 
scope. The literature will be reviewed for informa tion 
concerning testing in elementary chemistry and elementary 
physics for the secondary level.In this etudy by elementary 
chemistry and elementary phyeics is meant the introductory 
courses in these fields as taught in hi gh school and the 
13th and 14th grades.High schools teach only one course in 
physics,but some include more than one course of chemistry 
in their curricula.However,the first course in chemistry in 
these schools is the elementary one.The latter statement also 
applies to the colleges. 
The literature from January 1,1938 through December 31, 
1948 was carefully and thoroughly scrutinized for material 
on testing in elementary chemistry and physics. 
Procedure.In this study the following procedure was 
utili zed; 
l.The educational bibliographies ,as "Journal of 
~ Educational Reeearch","Review of Educational Research", 
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I 
"Educational Index" ,the annu a l indices of the pertinent p eri-
odicals such as "Journal of Chemical Education", "American 
Journal of Physics","Science Education",and other periodica ls 
and ·bibliographies which were considered potenti a l sources, 
were thorough ly examined for all po ssible reference s on the 
t hesis subject. 
2.The references were then read and abstracts were 
made of all those in the field of inquiry. 
3.From the mass of material compiled on the research 
in teating in elemen tary physics and chemistry an organized 
presentation of the important material was prepared. · 
4.A list of tests on elementary chemistry and phy-
sics was secured from the standard work s on test s by Hil dreth1 
2 
an d Buras ,from t h e literature,and from the test publishers. 
5.The tests were secured and a study made to deter-
mine the followin g info r·ma tion co ne er n ing them: 
a.pertinen t infonnation inc l u ding name,copyrigh t da te, pub-
lisher,distributor, author's name ,cost,nwuber of fonne,level, 
time , and purpose • 
b.deecription includL~g content, which was concerned with t h e 
1 G.H.Hildreth, Bibliogra hy of Mental Tests and Patin 
1 Scales Supplement N.Y.:The Psychologica l Corp.,l9 5 ,86p. / 
I 
2 0 .K .Bures ,Men tal Measuremen ts Yearbook (N.ew Brun swick ,N ·11· 
Rutgers University Prese,l940) . ~ . · . 674p. 
The Third Menta l Measurements Yearbook(New 
------ ~==B=r=u=n==s=w=i=c=k=,=N=· =·J~.,=:R='=~=t=g=e=r=s==U=n=1=. v=e=r==s=i=t=y==P=r=e=s=s==,l=9=4=9~) =, . • 104?p. 
--- --·-1·. 
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number of questions,the type of questions,what they attenpted 
to me_?.sure(memoriza-don,use of the scientific method,applica-
tion of principles,etc.)and the appearance of the test(prin-
ting, di agrarn s, etc.) 
c.vali di ty-metho :ds involved in obtaining validity 
d.reliability-methods ueed in securing reliability;relia-
bility coefficient 
e.administration includin g time of test,directions for g iving 
test ,and materials necessary for administration of test 
f.ecoring-Is cutout stencil or strip key provided?Is there 
a table for subtraction of wrong from ri ght? 
g.interpretation-Are nonns provided?Where were they obtained? 
In what fonn are they given? 
h.reviewer'e conclusions-summary of superior and inferior 
characteri sties and any other inf ormation not fitting under 
any of the other categories. 
Justification.In brief,the purpose of testing is to 
deter&ine whether the instruction has been ef f ective,how 
ef :f"ecti ve it has been ,and how it can be improved.One can 
detennine the superior students by means of a standardized 
test. One can also compare the progress and ability of stu-
dents in one locality with the progre ss and ability of those 
of anqther. 
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In recent years numerous standardized tests have appeared I 
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in physics and chemistry.Much thought and research have gone :I 
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fields of elementary chemistry and phyeice.This stu dy will i[ 
provide the eecondary teacher with infonnation as to the 11 
research,the nature,and the content of these testa constr-
ucted since January 1,1938. 
In the first chapter of the Forty-Sixth Yearbook of 
the National Society for the Study of Education1occur the 
followin g statements; 
~the new research literature in science instruction n eeds 
. 2 
to be synthesized,integrated,and lmplemented." 
"It is im portant that available research be surveyed criti-
cally,ana lyzed,and appraised,and that the findings be rela-
ted to classroom practice. 113 
This study will bring up to date the research done in 
the testing of elementary chemistry and physics and review 
man y of the standardized tests in these fields. 
FACTORS MEASURED IN STANDAP.DIZE D TE STS 
Vfhen giving a written test in physics and chemistry 
what learning outcomes can be measured?The Forty-Sixth 
4 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education 
l.Science Education in American Schools,Forty-Sixth 
Y~arbook of the National society for the Study of Educa-
t1on,part I.Chicago:University of ~bicago Press,l94?,310pp. 
2.ibid. ,p.2 
3.ibid. ,p.2 
4.ibid. 
II 
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lists the following as learning outcomes in science: 
The objectives for science instruction have been 
listed ae being !.functional information 
2.functional concepts 
3. functional under standing 
of principles 
4.instrumental skills 
5.problem-solving skills 
6 .attitudes 
7 .appreciations 
8.interestsl 
For the purpose of reviewing the standardized tests 
the author has created the following categories which are 
believed to satisfactor~11 ~ cover the factors measured in 
the standardized tests: 
!.memorization of facts ••••• this would include func-
tional information and functional concepts 
2.ability to apply fundamental concepts and prin-
ciples ••••• this would include functional understanding 
of principles,instrumental skills,problem-solving skills 
3.the use of the scientific method,or aspects of the 
scientific method:The following is the sequence of the 
Scientific method: 
!.accurate observation of phenomena 
2.fonnulation of hypotheses 
3.testing of hypotheses by experiments 
4.statement of theory(a clarified hypothesis) 
5.further testing by means of varied,repeated 
new experiments including those done by many 
in di vi duals 
6.If every result over a reasonable time fits the 
theory,a "law" may be worded. 
l.ibid. pp.28-37 
I 
II 
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t 
? .Classification W1der "laws" of all new facts, 
and repeated testing of correct pl a cement by 
experiments.There is no "law" of physical 
science which is not subject to change if 
facte are found which make it incomplete 
or false.l 
4.Attitudes ••• .. the most in:-portant a ttitudes are 
1. open-m~'(lednes s ••.• wi llingn es s to consider new 
facts 
2.intellectual honesty ••• scientific integrity. 
unwillingness to compromise with truth as 
known 
3. suspended judgment ••• fl ci en tifi c control, with-
holding conclusions until a ll available facts 
are in ,not generalizing from insufficient data2 
1 .J .G .Read, "The Physical Sciences-1949" ,Unpublished 
teaching material.Boston University School of Education, 
1949 
2.Science Education in American Schools,Forty-Sixth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Edu-
cation,Part I.Chicago:Univeraity of Chipago Prese,l94? 
p.29 
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CHAPTEP II 
F.ESEAECH IN CHEMISTRY AN D Ph"'YSICS TESTING 
This chapter de scribes the research carried out in 
chemistry and physics testing from January 1,1938 through 
December 31,1948.The materi a l presented in the following 
paragraphs was obtained by perusing the literature of this 
period in the field of education. 
What has been accomplished recently in testing in 
physics and chemistry?The most significant feature in the 
opinion of t he author has been the development of the 
Cooperative tests.They were in existence before the war, 
but testing took on a new s ignificance during the wa:r 
with the. result that the quality of the standardized tes t. s -
was i mproved. 
Thousands of students were called into the service 
with the result that their schooling was interrupted.In 
the service many continued their studies by taking courses 
offered through the United States Anned Forces Institute 
(hereafter called USAF I) .Ways of evaluation had to be est-
abliehed.Should credit for courses not completed in high 
school or college,but completed by independent study be 
given?Should cr~dit be given for independent study?If so, 
how much?And what should be the basis for that credit? 
The only feasible method of giving credit was by t e sting, 
7 
-:--1~--=--
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a nd this meant the examination of thousands. 
'Ihe USAB'I set up an examinations staff at the Univ-
ersity of Chicago.The following steps were decided upon 
1 2 
in the construction ' of the chemistry and physics tests 
at the college a nd high school level: 
l.formulation of objectives wh ich the student is 
expected to at t a in in college and high school physics 
and chemistry 
2.writing a la.rge number of exercises desi gned to 
measure these o bj ecti ves 
3.preparation of try out fonns of the test 
4.a.dministration of tryout forms 
5.analysis of results of tryout tests 
6.prepara t i on of two final parallel fonns on the 
basis of the analysis of the tryout forme 
? .a.dministration of the final forrns of the test 
The results of these efforts were the USAFI exam-
inations in chemistry and physics a..t the high school and 
college level. Two forms of each test were constructed, one 
a secret military fonn,and the other a comparable civilian 
one.These tests are reviewed in chapter five. 
The US.A]'I issued only one civilian edition of their 
examina tions.Rowever,the Cooperative Test Service h a s 
1. W .Hered and H .A .Thelen, il'l'he High School Chemi str~r 
Test o f . the Armed Forces Institute" ,Journal of Chemical . 
E ducation 21:507-514 Oct. 1944 
:? T :A.,1A~h:fo:rd, "Col l ege Chemistry Iest of the Armed Forces 
___ Jn_s..w.""-tuLe __ ,_lbl_d. __ pp~8Ji .. 39-l=Aug-.~L9=4 ·-==·· = =--== 
-=--= 
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issued new forms since t h e appearance of t h e USAF'I tests, 
an d it is the belief of the author that the Cooperative 
tests have g reatly improved bec ause o f the work accompl-
i shed on the USAF I examina.tions .The Cooperative tests in 
physics and chemistry at t h e college an d high s chool level 
will be reviewe d in chapter five.Other standa rdized tests 
have b e en constructe cl ,but it is the opinion of the author 
tha. t they do not come up to the 1 ev el of the U SAF I and 
Cooperative tests. 
P ESEAFCH I N TESTING I N CHEMIS 'l'F.Y 
The next five,or six,pages dea l with the work which h a s 
been going on in testing in chemistry. 
1 
Wellings calls his exam ination the "Historical Exper-
imen t Test" .He presents his pupils with information concer-
ning an actua l historica l experiment perfo n n ed by a f amous 
chemis t . The proce dure is given an d the students are asked 
to · tell what happened and why. 
The followin g is an example: 
Scheele noticed the con t raction of a confined volume of 
air sta.n ding in contact with various materials such as 
iro n moistened with water .The followin g questions are then 
asked: 
1.Di d the air contract or was some of the air actu a lly 
removed from the cy linder?Give a r eason for your answer. 
l.B. .E .Wellings, 11 New type of test in chemistry11 .School, 
Science,~ Math. 39:351-353 ,April 1939 
I 
I 
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2.If this experiment were performed over water using 
an inverted cylinder containing iron filing s what would 
happen to the water?Why? 
This type of test stimula tes interest in the pupil. 
It is the application of acquired factu a l knowledge to an 
exp erimental proble.m of valu e to the students.It requires 
reason i n g an d practically eliminat e s guessin g .The pupil 
mu s t use his imagina tion,and it is the belief of t h e author 
tha t anything which succeeds in getting the pupil to t h ink 
is of immense value. 
Hen dricks and Smith1 in 1940 proposed an excellent 
plan for the creation of a circula tin g library of teet 
items in chemistry.'l.'he essential parts of the plan f ol l ow: 
1. collection from man y colleges of their best test 
ques t io n s 
2.compilation of qu estions in a centra l depository 
3.a thorough analysis and editing of the questions 
4.detennina tion of the di f ficulty and di f ferentiating 
ability of t h e questions 
5 .classification and duplication of the questions 
6 .making the questions available for teachers in 
service 
'l'he questions in the maeter file woul d be thoroughly 
l.B . C .Hendricks and O.M.Smith, 11Better new exams f r om 
old 11 .Journal of Chemical E ducation 17:583-5b 6 Dec.l940 
II 
li 
·- ----
studied with a view toward eliminating those of poo~ -quality I! 
and improving those of promising character.The questions 
would be i mproved by phrasing,clarity,specificity,study of 
student answers ,and any other possible methods. 
The master file would then be available to teachers 
i n service ,those of the smaller colleges probably benefiting 
the moe t. The teachers then could select e:ny of the ·question , 
which they deemed appropriate for their classes, a .. nd could 1 
make up additional questions wherever they were needed. The 
latter could then be submitted to the master file for study 
and availability for other teachers. 
This plan has a great deal of merit .However, whether or 
not it has been tried is not known,as a search of the liter-
ature revealed no further information. 
. 1,2,3 At least three dlfferent authors have advocated more 
testing on laboratory work.'Ihe methods of testing la boratory 
techniques and knowledge are quite simila.r.In general,sta -
tions are set up in the chemistry la.bora.tory.The pupil is 
given an examination sheet of the objective variety and must 
visit each station which is numbered to correspond with the 
questions on the test .Next, the student may be required to 
perfom1 an experiment and answer questions on it;to read 
l.C.H.Boeck,''Practical examination of skills andtech-
niques acquired in freshman chemistry".Scie~ Education, 
31;320-324 Dec. 1947 
2.G.Q,uam:'Neglected ty-_pes of exams"Journa~_o_f Chemical 
Education, 17; 583-586 Dec. 1940 
3.B.C.Hendricks,"Paper and Pencil tests for the lab-
ora tory 11 .Journal £! Chemical Education 22:542-54 6 Nov. 1945 
measuring devices as a burette or graduate cylinder;to ide~ 
tify a pparatus;to identify chemical tests;to tell what is 
wrong with t h e apparatus and wh y;and so forth. 
This type of test measures the knowledge g a ined by 
the student in the chemistry laboratory.Has he been follow-
ing directions blin dly?Does he understand wha t he is doing? 
The paper-pencil laboratory test enables the teach er to 
evalua te his studen ts on their laboratory work.'Direct incJ.i-
vidual observation is the best method,but with many stu-
dents it cannot be used because of insufficient time. 
There have been many comments expres s ed about recog- __ 
1 
ni ti on t ests .Ashford a.n d :shann e r think tha t there i a too 
much chance for guessing .They also sta te tha t the reco g -
nition tests do not me a sure enough reasoning . They propose 
to remedy both defects by the inclusion of paired answers. 
The first part of the question would be to choose the cor-
rec't answer,an d the second part would be to select the pro-
per reason for the answer to the first part . No credit would 
be g iven for only one correct answer. 
2 
Teller tries to remove the element of guessing by 
having the correct answer in multi p le choice questions 
consist of more than one r e s ponse.He woul d h a ve the cor-
rect ans wer vary from one to four out of f our, instead of 
l. T .A.Ashford and W.M.Shanner, 11 0bjective test items o f I 
the recognition typ e tha t test rea s oning and minimize gues- 1/ 
sing " • .Jou r n a l of Chemical Education 19:86-89 Fe b.l942 [, 
2 • .T.D.Telle r ,"Some newer fonns of the reco gnition teet!: il 
School,Science,~ Math. 44:859-863 Dec. 1944 il 
- -l 
I 
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the customary one correct answer. 
However,as far as can be seen Teller'a technique is not 
very different from that used in most multiple choice tests. 
1 
Wright has an idea similar to that of Aehford and Shanner • 
• 
Since the reliability and validity of the true-false exam-
ination is increased by underscoring or italicizing the 
critical part of the s ta tan en t, Wright did that, and also had 
a corresponding statement.From the latter the examinee h a d 
to select the phrase which when substituted for the itali-
cized phrase would make the false or incorrect statement 
true or cor rect. 
2 
C.F.Hanske of the Emmerich Manual Training high 
school in InQianapolis has constructed a chemical self-
tester.On a ply-wood board fifty printed cards are arranged 
in five columns of 10 rows.The column on the left has the 
chemical name and the columns A,B,C,and D to its right 
contain chemical fonnulae,one of which is correct for the 
chemical name.Beside the number of the extreme left column 
there is a place in which a plug fits.On the extreme right 
are four lettera (one for each column) and a place for a 
p lug beaide each one.The operator makes an electrical 
l.W.A.Wright,"Modified true-false items applied to 
testing in chemistry".School,Science,and ~· 44:63?-9 1944 
I 
2 .c .F-.Hanske ,A chemical self- tester" .Scho.ol, Science ,and 
. Math. 40:655-658 October 1940 
\I 
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connection for the horizon tal row by plugging in number 1 
on the left,and then he chooses wha. t he thinks is the cor-
rect r e sponse by plugging in the apace beside the approp-
riate letter.If he is right,a light in the window at the 
top of the board appear~.If he is wrong,then a bell ringe. 
A multiple switch located in the top left corner of the 
board regulates t h e shuffling of the response cards and 
helps to discon:ce!t't the operator who attempts to menorize 
t~e correct answers by location. 
'l'he self-tester has many possibilities and the cards 
can te.. re;;.Jlaced with other cards containing properti eE, 
reactions,etc. 
RESEARCH IN TESTING IN PHYSICS 
A similar condition regarding reeearch in testing in 
phyeics prevails as there has been little done from 1938 to 
1948 .The committee on teets of the .Ameri.can Aseociation of 
Phyeics Teachers and the cooperative Test Service of the 
American council on Education have been working jointly 
with the result that several forms of the Cooperative Physics 
Teet both at the high school and college level have been 
published. 
,, 
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Teller's work.Teller 
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tries to eliminate t:r1e element of 
guessing by having the correct answer in multiple choice 
questions consist of two parts.The first part tells whether 
a statement is correet,or incorrect.The second part consists 
of the reasons for the first part,and the examin~e is requi-
r ed to choose the correct reason. 
2 
Wise's research.Wiee studied the following problem: 
What is the r elationship between the ability( or 
abi l ities) involved in both the recall of infor-
mation and the solution of conventional problema 
in physics and the ability to apply principles of 
physics in the solution of problematic situations 
which are typical of out-of-school experiencee?3 
. 4 He arrived at the following conclus1ons: 
l.1'he abilities of reca]J. and solution of conventional 
I 
problems in physics differ from the application of principles! 
of physics. 
2.The I .Q.. as measured by standard intelligence tests 
is not a valid measure of the abilities of recall, solution, 
or application.The abili .ty to make practical application of 
an understanding of t h e principlee of physics and the abili l ll 
l.J .n.Teller, "Integration of some forme of multiple 
choice tests for instructional purposes in phyaice".Science 
11 Education 22:189-194 April 1938 1 
2 . H .Wise, "The meaeuremen t of the a bility to apply 
p rinciples of physics in practical situations".Science 
Education 31:130-144 April 1947 
3.~. p.1:30 
4 • ..!.E..!i.p.144 
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1 deter.mine an individual's behavior." 
2 
running' e thesis .n.mning ·" constructed and 
objective paper and pencil teet on two as~ects 
validated an II 
of sci en ti fie ~~ 
thinki.ng,that of interpretation of data, .and application of 
II II principles.He used the area of a first year college couree I 
in physics for the subject 
3 
following a ssumptions: 
matter.Hie study was ba sed on the II 
II 
l.Scientific thinking is composed of independent abilit j 
I 
i es. 
2.The abilitiee present in ecientific th:irlking :I may be 1
1 
related to,but are not identical with,abilitiee as measured II 
by intelligemce tests e.nd by factual infonnati on tests. 
3.The abilities involved in scientific thinking are 
,I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
capable of measurement by paper and p encil tests constructed 
1 
in objective form. 
Lunning selected the problems which were the basis of 
his test according. to a predetennined liet of criteria.The 
problems were given to groupe of 25 students for their free 
essay responeee.Ueing the most representative of the respon-
see and some of his own items,LUnning . constructed an object-
1 
ive fonn of the scientific thinking teBt.After an exa.rninati o~ 
by experts and students it was revieed.It wae then adminis- ll 
I 
I 
tered to 135 etudente for a trial run,revised,and finally 
l.ibid. p.229 
I 2.G.M.running ,"The construction and validatiDn of a il 
teet to measure certain aspects of scientific thinkin g in I 
the area of first year college physics" .Unpublished Doctorate 
Di esert~!i~YlJ.~yr~~ue e Uni verei ty School of Education 1948 11 
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submitted to a group of 109 students who also took several 
well known teets.Each of the 109 students was then rated 
by his instructors in the shops and labo rat or ies for hi!! 
abilities in interpreting data and applying principles.cor. 
rela tiona were then computed between the varioue pai :r.s of 
ecoree. 
1 
tunning arrived at the following conclusione: 
(l)The test was valid and reliable. 
(2) Correlations of .?l.i .05, .56+ .0?,.682: .05 
between the teachers' eet·imat·es and the scores 
on th~ entire teet;interpretation of data,and 
appli~ation of principles reepectively,suggest 
that, whatever aspects were being rated by the 
teachers were also being measured to a subetan-
tial degree by ·the scientific thinking tee ~ . 
Great ca re was exercised to define and rate 
students in th~ laboratoriee ·and ehope on epe. 
eific behaviors that reveal abilities in inter-
pretation of data and application of principle~ 
Therefore,it is not unwarranted to conclude that 
the aepeote being measured by the scientific 
thinking test were to a eubetan tial degree also 
interpretation of data and application of prin-
ciplee.2 
(3)"The factor of intereet in scientific matters,ae 
meaeured by the. strong. Vocat.i.o nal Interest Blank,did not sig. I 
'3 
nificantly influence the scores on the scientific thinking tee lj 
(4)"There are factors other than reading ability that I 
. I 
account to a greater ex.tent for the differentiation in scoree il 
1. ibid. pp.96-102 
2.ibid. p.9? 
3. loc. cit. 
-
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on the scientific thinking test.·~ 1 
(5).The oorrelation3 between the scores on the ecien-
tific thinking test and the scores in factors of intelli-
gence ranged from -.08.1:. .10 to \ 25 x .o9."Wha tever aspects 
were being measured by the scientific thinking teet were 
different from thoee of intelligenc~ as meaeured by Thur-
2 
atone's Primary llental Abilitiee." 
( 6) .Statistical data lead "to the cone lusion that even 
though students may be high in their knowledge of factual 
informati.on,this is no guarantee that they can use this 
knowledge for the solu.tion of pro blene such ae were ueed in 
3 this teet." 
( 7} 11 'l'he intercorrelations of scores between interpret~ 
tion of data and appl.i .ce.tion of principles wae .48 ~ .08. 
1. 
This indicates the aspects were :ot identical but do have a I 
moderate positive relationship." 
1 .. ~. pp/98-99 
2.ill.Q. p.lOO 
3.12.£. ill· 
4.ibid. p.lOl 
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CHAPTER III 
TECHNI~UES OF TEST EVALUATION 
standardized tests are bei ng evaluated constantly.In 
1 
1948 Haynes wrote a thesis entitled "An evaluated lis t : 
of standardized tests in mathema tics for grades 9 to 12." 
Several methods of evaluation have been used,the principal 
ones being rating sca les and criteria lists. 
RATING SCALES 
Rating scales conei s t of lists of criteria with anum-
erical value for each item.However,different people will 
give different values to the same i tern ,end this detracts 
f r om t he value of a rating seale. 
2 
The following rating scale was devised by Otis: 
Manua.l •.• 7 
val i dit y •• 20 
re l iabili t y •••• 10 
reputation ••••• 3 
ease of administration(20 ) 
a.ea ee of preparation ••••• 4 
b. directions •••••••.••.••• 6 
c.time limit •••••••••••••• 6 
d.alternate forms •.•••.••• 4 
ease of scoring (15) 
a.obj ectivity •••••• 8 
b.key •..••. •...... . 4 
c.time •••••••••••• • 3 
l.J.H.Haynes,"An evalu a te d list of etanda.rdized tests 
in math ema tics for grades 9 to 1 2 11 ,unpublish ed Master' e 
Theei s ,Boston:Boston University School of Education 1948 
2. A.S.Otis,"Scale for rating te s ts",Test Service Bul-
letin #13,Yonker s, N.Y.: World Book Co.,l926 
21 
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ease of interpretation(20) 
a.nonns .•............... 10 
b.directions for interpretation •• 3 
c. class record. • • • • • • • • • 2 
d.rernedial program •••••• 5 
typography and makeup •••• 5 
test service ••••••••••••• 10 
total •••• 100 
1 . 
Cole and Borgesrode devised a more detailed and com-
plete rating scale which is shown be1ow. 
A Scale for Rating Standardized Teste 
I.preliminary information 
l.exact name of test 
2.author'e name and position 
3.publisher'e name and ad dress 
4.cost 
5.date of copyri ght 
6.purpose of test 
II • Validity( 25) 
A.Curricular(l5) 
!.exact field of educational functions measured 
2.ages and grades for which intended 
3.criteria with which ma terial was correlated 
4.do questions parallel good teaching procedures 
5.how wide is sampling of important topics 
6.what is the soci a l utility of questions 
?.Diagnostic?If.so.proof and see section VI.5.c) 
B.Statistical(lO) 
!.correlated against what outside criteria 
2.size of coefficient of correlation 
3.size and representativeness of sampling 
4.proof of validity of items 
I II .F.elia bi li ty( 25) 
A.Most important items 
!.correl ated with what 
2.size and representativeness of sampling 
3.reliability coefficient 
4.the means of distribution 
:I 
1i 
I, 
ll 22 
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5.the standard deviations of the distributions 
6.if measure other than above three given to prove 
reliability.what is it? 
l.R.Cole and F .Bergesro de ."A scale fo r rating 
standardized tests "School of Education P ecord 
University of North Dakota vol.14-#1,1928 pp.ll-15 
~=-11 
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?.intercorrelations . 
B.Less important,but desira ble 
l.order of' giving various forms of t he t e st 
2.is test r elie.ble enough statistically for 
in dividual measuremen t s or can it be u s ed 
only for g roups 
3.evennes s of sca ling (see II, B ,4) 
IV 
4.are pupils accustome d to thi s type of test 
,Ease of admini s tration(15) 
l.manual of directions(3) 
a.completeness & simplicit y 
~. are test conditions well controlled 
c. typog raphic ma.k eup 
2.simplicit y of adminlstration(8) 
a.emount of explanation n eeded for pupils by 
examiner 
b.directions-clear?detailed?comprehensive? 
c.is arr ang ement of test convenient for pupils 
d.are samples am d "fore-exercises" given wh en 
needed 
3.alternate forms(3 ) 
a.number 
b.evidence of equivalency 
c.evidence of reliability 
4.time needed for giving(l) 
V .Ease of Scoring (10) 
l.degree of o bjectivity 
2 .directions-c l arity?inclusive? 
3.is scoring key a~uste d to size of test 
4. time needed to score one test 
5.eimplicity of procedure 
a.number of p roceese~ n~eded to get final score 
VI.Ease of interpretationt20) · 
l.norme(6.) 
a.kin d- a ge,grade,percentile,etc. 
b.deriVation-size and representativeness of 
sampling 
c.tenta tive,arbitrary,or experimental 
d.for s epar ate parte 
e.how expresses · 
2.Is clas s r ecord provided(l) 
3.ar e there provisions for g r aphing the resulte(lO) 
4.interpretation of raw ecores-easy?difficult?(2) 
5.applications of results(lO) 
a.are directions or suggestions given fo r appli-
cat i on of results to benefit teaching of a dmi n -
i at re.tion 
b.are tests survey or diagnostic 
I 
c.if diagnostic-(l)proof of diagnostic value . 
______ _! _______ --~rinciples underlying construction 
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(3)how many different skills,a,bilities,or aspects II 
I 
I 
I 
of the aubj ect are analyzed or measured? 
1
1 
(4)does the analysis of total subj'ects into unit 
abilities follow teaching practices or needs? 
(5)is the diagnosis individual or class?Proof? 
1 (6)does the test demand tabulations of individual I 
pupil's errors to secure a diagnosis? 
( ?) is a remedfal program provided or suggested? 
1 
VII _.Miscellaneous ( 5) 
1. typography and makeup I 
a .arrangernen t of printed rna tter 1· 
b.legibility of type 
c. quality of paper I 
d.are test blanks free from distractions ,nonns, 
directions to examiner,etc.? 
2.Is the time required for giving as small as is 
consisten t with reliable measurement? 
3.Is the cost in keeping with t h e awount,scope 
and reliability of the results yielded? 
4.Is good teet service rendered by the publisher? 
5.Kind of new-type questions used? 
some of the subtopics have been given a nl~erica l score 
while others have n o t,thus giving the scorer some freedom in 
weighing the values of these subitems. 
CRI TF.BIA LISTS 
Many writers have listed their criteria of a good test. 
Their ideas are in general eimilar,and this will be shown. 
1 
Persing lists the following criteria: 
l.vali di ty 
2.:r.eliability 
3 • o bj e c t i vi t y_ 
4 .administration 
5.interpretation of results 
6 .fonns 
?.is the test mechanically good? 
8.does the test provide for diagnostic use? 
9.tim e requiremen t 
I 
I 
I 
I l.K .M.Persing , " The new type( objective) examina.tions 
in hi gh school chemistry" ,Journe,l of Chemical Education 
vo1. 8 ;2227-2237 Nov.l931 
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1 The following is a list of criteria advocated by Honey 
in judging a test; 
l.Is the test valid? 
2.Is the test reliable? 
3 .Is the test o bj ecti ve? 
4 .How delicate are the units of measurernent?Will 
the teat measure accurately t h e progress which a 
student makes in one day,in one week ,in one year? 
5 .Is the test pract icable?Eas i ly adrnini s ,tered?Are 
the mechanical features of the test satisfactory? 
Is it diagnostic? 
2 
Greene ,Jorg ensen, and Gerberi ch 
a good examination. 
l.vali di ty 
2. reliability 
3 .adequa cy 
4 .o bj ecti vi ty 
5 .administ r abili ty 
6 .ecorabi li ty 
?.comparability 
8. economy 
9. utility 
3 
list nine criteri a of 
Haynes lists eight major criteria of the good teet. 
l.ba.eic facts 
a.name of author or authors 
b.publisher of the test 
c.cost 
d.copyright da te 
e.number of forms 
f. time 
g .grades 
h.purpose 
I 1 .A . G . Honey, 11 'l'esting the ach ievement of students in I' 
chern'istry".Journal of Chemical Education 11;360-3 66 June 1934 
2. H .A. Greene ,A . N .Jorgensen,and J.F..Gerberich, Meaeurem entl 
~ Evaluation in the Secondary School.New York;Longrnans, J 
Green and co.,l943 pp.52-?4 I 
3 .J .H .Haynes·~ ;ill• ,pp .24-50 I 
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2.Description 
a.content-number and type of questions 
b. physical-paper,print,etc. 
3.validity 
4 .reliability 
5. administration- time, di recti on s ,materials 
6.scoring 
?.interpretation 
8 .conclusions-summary and data not falling in 
other categories 
There are many other liste of criteria,but the above 
have been chosen to suggest the general content,and to 
demonstrate the similarity of the major cri teria.In the 
next chapter, 11Procedures and Criteria 11 ,the author will 
describe his list of criteria of a good test,which is 
somewhat similar to that of Haynes. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROCEilJRES AND CRITERIA 
Two components of this thesis problem were 
(l)obtaining the tests which were to be reviewed,and 
( 2) designing a method of approach to be used in the review 
of these teets.Most of this chapter is concerned with a 
discussion of the treatment of the tests. 
PROCUBmvrnNT OF TESTS 
1 2 
such standard test bibliographies as Buras and Hildreth 
were scrutinized for names of publishing companies and schodl. 
bureaus which published standardized chemistry and physics 
tests.A conference was held with Dr.Walter N. Durost of 
the Department of Tests and Measurements and director of 
the test library at the Boston University School of Education 
and his advice obtained concerning the prominent test pub-
lishers.rtequests were sent to publishers for their test 
c~ t.alo gues .They were then examined and the tests which were 
deemed per_tinen~t -,_,:ere ordered. 
In all possible cases the latest test in a series 
was reviewed. However,this was not always possible as some 
of the test publishers were reluctant to release their 
l.O.K.Buros,2E• cit. 
2.G.Hildreth,~u.cit. 
-- I 
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~--latest tests for review.In cases of th is type,tests other 
than the latest edition were reviewed. 
TREATM"ENT OF TESTS 
After car-eful examination of the lists of criteria 
for good tests,the most essential and those which will 
serve as the basis for test reviews were selected as 
follows:pertinent infor.mation,description,validity,relia-
bility,administrati on,scoring,interpretation,and reviewer's 
conclusions. 
An explanation and breakdovm of the main categories 
just mentioned follows: 
l.Pertinent infor.mation.This introductory class pre-
sents the basic facts about each test with which each pot-
ential purchaser should be famili a r. 
a.na~e of the test-This is extremely import~~t 
as by means of this one may be able to immediately deter-
mine whether or not the test is in the proper subject 
matter field which is desired.It is also helpful for cat-
aloguing purposes. 
b.copyright date-this is important when there is 
more than one edition of a test. 
c.publisher-the name of the publisher is given. 
However,the address is not given here because in the appen-
dix there is a list of the publishers and their addresses. 
d.distributor-often a test is available at many 
places. 
e.au thor' e name- ~th e person, or persons, who made up 
the test are listed. 
f .coat-:t ·1e cost for a specimen set and for bulk 
quanti ties is given .The cost for manuals and score sheets is 
also given.No criticism is made concerning the price. 
1 
g .number of fo nus-Greene defines forms as being 
"one of the two or more arrangements of closely similar or 
equivalent standardized teet exercises which in itself con-
stitutes a testing unit."~It is important for the prospec-
tive customer to know whether the test has more than one 
fo rr...a. 
h.time-The time stated is the actual working time 
on ly., and does not include the time required to administer 
the test. 
i.purpose-The purpose of the test publisher ie 
stated as closely as possible to the exact words of the rnanual l 
2 .Description.This section presents information about the 
content and app earance of the tes t. 
a.content- The number and type of questions are 
listed. The type of question refers to true and false,multiple 
choice,completion,matching,etc.The questions are then broken 
down into the following divisions: 
l)m~norization of facts 
1.· .H .A .Greene ,A.N .Jorgensen, and J .R .Gerberi ch ..2:£.• cit .:p .642 l 
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2)ability to apply fundamental concepts 
and principles 
3)th e use of the scientific method,or 
aspects of the scientific method 
4)attitudes 
b.appearance-A short description of the appear-
ance of the paper,the print,the clarity or amb iguity of 
the diagraus ,and the arrangement of the materi a l is pre-
sented. 
1 
3.Validitv.Greene defines validity as "the degree to 
which a test measures what it purports to measure:the 
2 
major criterion of a good examination".F.ulon says that this 
definition is far from satisfactory and not very useful 
because under it t h e validity of a test may be comp letely 
cahngeci, by changing i t s purport."A more natural question 
of validity is whether the test does the work it is empl-
3 
o yed to do. 11 
The whole question of validity boils down to 
the question whether the test does what we are 
trying to do with it.According ly,we cannot l ab el 
a test va lid or not valid except for some pu:rpoEe~ 
I 
l.H.A.Greene,A.N .Jorgensen,an d J .P.Gerbericr ~.dt.p.6!ll 
2.P.J".Rulon, 11 Validit y of Educational Tests".Teet 
Service Notebook #3,N.Y.:World Book Co. 1947,p.l 
-5 .Lo c • cit • 
4.Ibid. p.4 
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\Vhat we need is to be able to choose between 
available test techniques on the basis of what 
operatio n s we are tryin g to teach the child to 
perfonn,and what materials we are tryin g to teach 
him to perf orm these operations upon.Both these 
materials and these operations should be repre-
sented i n the test situa tion,if the test is to be 
obviously valid.Such a test must a lways be the 
criterion by yhich an y not obviously valid test 
is validated. 
The methods of validating a test a re numerous.rn a 
2 
etudy made on tests Petere and Crossley found twenty-
t wo such methods. 
3 
Greene claims that curricular validity is the most 
i mportant,but statistical validity is used most often.A 
discussion of curricular validity will follow.Does the 
test dea l with types of educ a tional outcomes the teacher 
desires to measure?Is it a t the proper level of diff-
iculty for his pupils? 
In achievement tests based mo re generally upon 
information than upon skills the validity of 
the test dep~nds more largely upon the oppor-
t unity the pupil has had to master the content 
mea su r ed in the test.In such a situation t h e 
teacher him s elf is probably the best judge of 
the validity of the teet,since he knows best 
what material he has taught the class.4 
l.ibid. p . 4 
2.C.C.Peters and lll.Croesl ey,"The Relation of Stand-
ardized tests to educa tiona l objectives" .Second Yearbook 
of the Nationa l Society for the Study of Educa tion.,Soci-
ology.N .Y: Bureau of publications,Teachers Colleg e,Columbia 
1929 pp.l48-149 
3 .H .A .Greene ,A .N .Jorgensen ,.T .R .Gerberich £E.· cit .pp. 55-58 
4.ibid. p.56 
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Statistical validity makes use of statietical tech-
niquee.The foundation upon which this type of validity 
rests is the assumption that "the test is valid if high 
correlations are obtained between scores on it and the 
criterion measures,and implied is the belief that the 
II 
,, 
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criterion measures may be accepted as measurement standards. 11 il 
1'he correlation between test scores and such criteria as 'I 
ratings of experts,teachere' grades,ratings obtained on 
similar tests,etc.,are ~btained and called correlation 
coefficients,o~ validity coefficients. 
In correlation with school marks the basic assump-
tion is that the pupils' scores in the test will be closely 
related to their achievement in the subject in the class-
room.This method will only separate students who are far 
apart in . a.cademi c standing. 
The situation in which there is correlation with 
ratings of expert judges is the same as in the preceding 
paragraph,as the teachers are considered the experts. 
When another similar teet of high standing has' already 
been given,the correlation with known measures is employed. 
Other proc.edures include testing the accomplishments 
of widely different groupe,one of which has received inetr-
uction and the other no inetruction;riee in percentage of 
l.i bid. p. 57 
success;and social utility. 
In several cases it is practica lly impossible to make 
an objective or. statistical validation.An intensive analy-
sis is then made identifying as many of the basic abilities 
1 
as possible,and t his method is termed logical or psycho-
logical validity. 
An i tern analysis is carr i ed out usually by comparing 
t h e individual answers of those receiving the grade s in 
the upper quarter and those in the lower quarter of the to-
tal taking the examination.A good,or valid,i.tem is one 
which discrimina tes between the good and the poor student, 
and thus if a ll g et an i t em correct,or all get an itan 
wrong ,the item is not va lid. 
The method of the test author in the vali dation of t h e 
test will be p resented wh enever po ssible. 
2 
4.Reliability.Greene defines reli a bility as being 
3 
consistency of measurement.Ruch s t ates tha t it is an aspect 
of validity and as such is second in importance to validity 
as a c r iterion of a test.Reliability is the scale of pre-
cision of the measuring instrument as it refers to the 
degree to which the test measures what it is measuring;to 
the degree of accuracy of r.a easuremen t; to the amount of 
l.H.A.Greene et.al. ~· cit. p.60 
2. H.A.Greene et.al. ~.cit. p. 6 1 
3.G •. t.t.: .Ruch , 1'he Ob . ective or NewT e Examinatio 
{Chicago;Scott, Foresman,an d Co.,l929) ,pp.59-62 
3 3 
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confi dence that can be placed in the test result as a 
measure if the ability of a student in a certai n field. 
Reliability is general whereas validity is specific.A 
test may be reliable,but it does not necessari l y have to 
be valid.On the other hand if a test is valid,it is also 
reliable. 
The following are methods of detennining reliability;l 
(l)If the test has more than one fonn,then the different 
forms may be given to the same pupils and the scores cor-
rela ted. 
(2)If two forms of the same test a re not available the 
test may be given over to the ssme pupils and the scores 
correlated.The retest should not follow the original test 
too closely as t here will be an increase in the score!!. 
(3)A similar method of determining the reliability is to 
check the results of the even questions against the odd. 
(4)'I'here is another method of determining reliability and 
the reader is referred to the Cooperative Achievement TesiB. 
A b~lletin was issued in 1939 by the Cooperative Test Ser-
vice in N.Y. reporting the basic principles and procedures 
used in t he development of their system of scaled scores. 
A review of the litera ture indicates that a test hav-
ing a coefficient of reliability2in the vicinity of .87 
l.H.A.Greene et. a l .. ~· cit.pp6l- 63 
2.W.C.Kva r a ceus,"Methods of Education al Research", 
unpublished teaching materia l .Boston University School of 
Education, 1948 
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is deemed very reliable. 
The method of determining the reliability and the 
coefficient of reliability will be reported for each test 
insofar as that infonnation accompanies the test. 
5.Administration.How long does the test take?Can it 
fir into the regular progrrun?Can it be split up into sec-
tions i n case it is too long to be taken at one time?Are 
there too many questions to be answered in too short a 
time?All these qu estions a re imp ortant to the teacher 
who gives the test.He must know the complete answers t o 
these questions if the test is to serve its purpose. 
Are the directions clear,specific,simple?Are examples 
given as to how the pupils should answer the questions?How 
many interruptions will there be during the test?The latt~ 
is necessitated by the divi s ion of the test into subtests 
with time limits an d the administrator must tell the pupils 
to stop writing on one section and start on ~1other one. 
Usually the examiner provides all materials including 
paper and pencils,especially with the use of the electric-
scoring tests where graphite pencils are needed.The teacher 
should let the pupils know beforehand what ma~erials they 
will have to bring to the test so a s to avoid any unnecee-
sary confusion. 
6 .scoring.How is the scoring done?Is it by h a nd or 
I 
machine?Hand-scoring makes use of strip keys,cutout stencil ~ 
II 
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and transparent stencils.Strip keys are usee when answers I 
are given in column fonn .The correct answers on the strip 
I keys are spa ced on narrow stri p s of cardboard to correspond 
in spacing with the items of the test.They are then pla ced 
a longside the stu dents' answers.Cutout stencils are used 
when the answers are ecattered.The stencils have openings 
which frame the correct answer.Transpar en t stencils func-
tion in a similar manner.How long does the scoring take? 
The answers to these questions will be presented in each 
review. 
Objectivity in a test eliminates a positive or neg. 
ati ve influence upon the score by the person correcting 
the test.It is believed that the character of the stand-
a rdized tests pr actically assures objectivity. I 
7.Internretation.What do t h e scores obtained on stan d- I 
1 
ardized tests mean?Of wha t significance are they?Greene 
defi n es norm s a s being "the median or average performances 
on s tandardized tests of pupils of different a ges or gra de 
pl a cern en t, as determined by the testing of large num bers of 
pupils" .The no rms a ccompanying the test must provide a rep- 1 
resentati te picture of t h e expected type of a c comp lishment. 
How are norms oh t a.ined'!'The y are obtained by giving the 
particular test to a larg e and representative sample of 
pupils in the same grades and of a type similar to the 
group with which teachers will use the tes t a." 
l.H.A.Greene et .al.op. ci t . p.646 
2 . loc.cit. 
I 
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The type of no:nns with which we are concerned in phy- I 
sics and chemistry testing consist usually of percentile 
nonns.This type shows for a wide sampling of pupils either 
the percentage of pupils exceeding each score or each of 
a number of equally-scaled scores,or the score below which 
certain percentages of pupils fall. 
On what groups were norms obtained?What sampling tee~ 
ni ques were used in obtaining norm groups?Wha t was the si z; 
of the norm group?What are the limits of interpretation 
which can be made?All these questions will be answered 
provided that the material accompanying the tests supplies 
this pertinent inf or.iilation. 
8.Reviewer• s conclusions.This section contains mainly 
a swrunary of the s~perior ~1d inferior characteristics 
of the test.Other material present in this classification 
consists of further infonnation or additional criticisms 
which are not included in the other categories. 
References.Any references to the tests which are 
described will be listed at the end of the review of the 
test in question. 
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CHAPTER V 
TEST REVIEWS 
ORGANIZATION OF TESTS 
To permit ready reference and to enable rapid compar-
ieon of the test reviews they have been arranged as follows: 
l _.l'he test reviews are divided into two groupe according 
to subject matter.The first section consists of chemistry 
test reviews,and the second of physics. 
2.Each subject matter group is subdivided according to 
the level of the test.The test reviews come under-first,the 
college level, and then,the high school level. 
3.The test reviews in each level are arranged alpha-
betically according to the name of the test. 
The following tests are . reviewed: 
I.Chemistry Test Reviews 
A.College Level 
l.A .c .s .cooperative General Chemistry Test( 1948) 
2.USAFI Examination in General Chemistry 
B .High School Level 
l.Chemi stry ,Every Pupil Test( Ohio, 1948) 
2.Cooperative Chemistry Test(l942) 
3.Kirkpatrick Chemistry Test(l941) 
4.Manchester Semester-End Achievement Test 
5 .USAFI Examination in Chemistry I I 
==-======- ---=-+--~~~ 
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II.Physics Test Reviews 
A .. college Level 
l.Cooperative Physics Test(l939) 
2.USAFI Examination in Physics 
B.High School Level 
l.Cooperative Physics Teet(l940) 
2.1942 Iowa Every-Pupil Teet in Physics 
3.Manch ester Semester-End Achievement Test 
4.Physics,~very Pupil Test (Ohio,l948) 
5.USAFI Examination in Physics 
L 
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!.CHEMISTRY TEST REVIEWS 
A • COLLEGE LEVEL 
l.A .C .S. COOPERATIVE 'GENERAL CHEMISTRY TEST 
I 
I 
/J 
=l 40 
I 
1948;publis~ed by the Educational Testing Service; 
prepared jointly by the Cooperative- Teet Division of the I 
Educational Testing Service and the .American Chemical societ~ 
through its division of Chemical Education; cost $1.75 per 25 .ij 
.25 per specimen set,.40 per 25 machine-scorable answer sh eets 
.15 per stenci 1 for sec ring answer sheets; several earlier 'I 
editions;The purpose is the measurement of general knowledge I 
and information inthe field,application of principles,and 
1 
laboratory technique; tiru e-110 minu tee. 
Description.Thie examination consists of 135 questions 
of the multiple choice several reeponee type.The questions 
are in the following five groups: 
l.Part 1 measures gen.eral knowledge and info nnation 
among which are included definitions of important terms, 
acquaintance with important concepts,and a familiarity with 
tpe properties of common elements and compounde.There are 
30 items of broad scope requiring both thought and recogni-
tion as they are i ndirect • I 
2.This &roup . consists of 40 questions on application of 
principles such as the perio die table, the electromotive ser-
ies,and radioactivity.The distractors are exceptionally good 
and the student must really understand the principles in 
order to arrive at the correct answer. 
3.This portion is made up of 20 items on the quantita-
tive application of principlee.They include the basic 
____ jl====ch=emical oalculations.How~ve~,one very important point hae 
I ----
I 
II 
I 
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nothing on 1, 
valence and only two queetions on balancing equations. 
neglected and .another slighted.There is been 
There ehould be more equations and they should be much 
more difficult. 
4.30 queetions comprise the fourth part which is on 
the !lcientific method.The following aspects of the method 
are tested: 
a. experimental evidence for a statement 
b.the use of theory to explain phenomena 
c.the basis for the truth of a etatement 
d.the assumption necessary for a given conclusion 
e.the factors which must be controlled in an 
experiment 
uommendable about this section are the questions on the 
interpretation of a table and a graph. 
5.The last portion of the test is devoted t c know-
ledge of l a boratory technique and procedure.There are 15 
items of which 6 make use of excellent diagrame.The author 
believes that thia section adds much preetige to the 
examination. 
1'he material in this examination appears to be a 
good sampling of general. chemi et.ry .The questions are of 
high caliber and this is an excellent test. 
The questions are printed on good quality paper in 
a 20-page booklet.There are 14 diagrams and one graph, 
I 
i I. 
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all well drawn. 
I 
!. 
I 
1 . Validity.In the catalogue accomapnylng the Cooperative 
Teets there is a complete deecription of the procees of 
I 
te s t construction utilized by the Cooperative Teat Division // 
of the Educational Testing s ervice.The stepe in this pro- I' 
I 
ceee consist of the following: J11 
!I !.Preliminary planning and eelect ion of content inclu- II 
ding analys es of curricula,texte,and research studiee;fonnu ..!l 
lation of objectives and determi nation of a genera l plan; I 
submission of plan ou tline to au thori ties for cri tici em; / 
revieion of outline. I 
2 .preparation ,writing, submission of items to authori. I 
ties for criticiem,revieton of iteme;preparation of experi-
mental fonns of test. 
3 .trial run of test;calculation of item difficulty and 
validity indices; item analyses. J 
4 .preparation of final fonn; eelection of items; revisio I 
of items;obtain ing of suggestions and criticieme from 
experte. 
5 .adminietration of final fonn of test for determina-
tion of scaled scores and potential norme. 
In the manual accompanying the teste no etatietical 
validit y is offered.However,the teste are valid. 
Reliability.The cooperative Test Division of the 
l.Cooperati ve Test Division o f the Educational Testing 
service,l.;ooperative Ach ievement Teets 1949 , N .Y.:Educationa~~ 
Testing service 68p. I 
. ~ 
I 
I 
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Educational ,Testing Service has developed a method of repo :c. 
ting reliability in terms of the standard error of measure. 
ment of a scaled score.These measurements are given on the 
t a ble for converting r aw scores into scaled scores,printed 
on the hand-scoring keys. 
The scaled ecore"provi dee a common scale in terms 
of which achievement in different areas may be 
measured.The 50-point is defined as the score 
which would be made by the average pupil in this 
country if he had typical instruction and the 
usual amount of training at the level at which it 
is ordinarily given.~quality of units is assured by 
scientifically scaling these new unite on the basis 
of a nonnaL di etri bu.tion of performances for unse-
lected individuals. nl 
The reader is referred to the hand-scoring keys for the 
scaled scoree. 
Administration.The actual working time for this test is 
110 minutes and it is divided as follows: 
!.general knowledge and infonnation-30 queetions in 12 
minutes 
2 .quantitative a pplication of principles-20 questions 
in 2? minu tea 
3.application of principles-40 questions in 40 minutee 
4 .scientific method-30 questions in 24 minutes 
5 .knowledge of laboratory technique . and procedure-15 
questions in ? minutes 
There is a statement to the . effect t hat no student is 
. -~ expected to answer all the questions within the time limit. 
l·!lli· p.8 
- -~- -- ---·- -- -- ~~-----~ ======,~=====----------
As soon a.e the time limit is reached on one section the stu-
dent must p roceed to the next part.However,if he finishes 
early he may go. ahead,or go back.This examination could 
easily be split up and given at t wo different times. 
The reviewer believes that the time allotted for thie 
test ehould be increased, eepecially in the eections on 
general knowledge and inf onnation and on knowledge of lab-
oratory technique and procedure. 
The directions are printed on the cover page of the test 
I 
_booklet and in a eeparate pamphlet.They are concise and clear ! 
Separate answer sheete are provided.The examinee should have r 
two sharp,soft pencils and a good eraser.The examiner should 1 
aleo have a supply of pencils on hand. 
scoring.A cutout stencJ:.l is provided thus enabling the 
tests to be corrected in a short time .Directions for scoring 
the tests are given on the laet page of the test bookle t., and 
in the pamphlet on ins.truction s accompanying the test. They 
are easy to follow. 
rnterpretation.Norme are provided in the form of per-
centile tables.The nonns for this test were based on data 
for 1639 cases drawn systematically from 8381 cases for 
which returns were submitted.The no r ms are given for each 
of the five parte of the examination;for the total of parte 
I o~e through 4;and for the total of all parte. 
i 
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Reviewer•e conclusions.This ie an excellent test.A -~~--
noteworthy feature is the presence. of questions on knowledge 1 
of laboratory technique and proc .edure.The only objectionable 
elanents were the absence of valence and the lack of diffi-
cult equation.s to balance(those g iven were too eimple). 
i 
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I-A-2. THE UNI1~D STATES ARMED FORCES INSTITUTE EXAMINATION 
IN GENERAL CHEMISTFY (FORM CCh-2-B-4) 
Copyright 1944 ;publi sh t='t'l by the .American Counci 1 on 
Education; distributed by the .Cooperative Test Service and 
Science Research Associates;prepared by the Examinations 
staff for USAF I; coe t-$ 2 per 25, .40 per 25 machine-sea rable jj 
answer eheets,.l5 per scoring key,.25 per specimen eet,post-
paid;prices higher when obtained from Science Feeearch 
Associates; two fonn s-one ci vi lien, the other secret military; Jl 
time-two hours;purpose is "for use in reporting the educa- , 
tional achievements and status of service personnel to the if 
educa,tional institution! from which these men and women may 11 
wish to secure credit." 
1 Description.The examination consists of 110 multiple 
! 
choice questions divided into the following groups: 
l.This section is on general knowledge and information. , 
There are 35 questions ,almost all of which require recogni-
tion.The questions test the memory and are direct. 
2.This part is on the application of principles and 
I 
consists of 30 items.Involved are the interrelations of II 
II 
II 
their applications. The ability to interpret and select da.ta j 
II 
II 
II 
chemical principles and theories,their understandi ng,and 
in making predictions is also tested. 
3.The third portion is made up of 20 questions testing 
the quantitative application of principles.Essentially,it 
consists of basic chemical math ematics. 
4.This section has 25 questions on several aspects of 
the scientific method. 
l.USAFI "Manua-l for Subject Tests" 1944 ,p .2 
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There should be more eque.tions in this examin e.tion. 
The distribution of material is excel l ent. 
The test is printed clea rly on a good grade of white 
paper.It is easy to read,and the material is not crowded. 
There are no diag rams. 
Validity.Th e vali dity was detenni n ed by su bmitting 
t h e ex~nination fon!l s to recognized critics in t h e field 
of the teet and they were asked to check t h e tests for 
comprehensiveness of coverage in objectives and content, 
for accuracy of material,and whether each exercise was 
a valid measure of t h e o bjective it was supp osed to meas-
ure. 
h eliabilitv. No mention of reliability is ma de in the 
manual accompanying the examination. 
Administration. The test is two hours long , and can be 
split up into sections which can be given a t different 
times.The two hour s for the test does not include the 
time for entering identifying data,for reading general 
directiona .. ,and for distribution of ma terials.The time 
gran ted for the question s seems reascnla ble. 
The directions are clear and there should be no diffi-
cu l ty in following them.There is no necessity for any i n ter , 
I 
ruptions. 
The tests may be use d with either a han d-scored or a 
machine-scored answer sheet.When the latter is used a 
pencil eq_uipped with electrographic lead i~ required.The 
-- ~-H-- ---- -
-------
only equipment the student must bring to this test is a 
good eraser. 
scoring.The scoring is easily done either by means of 
machines or by hand.For hand-scoring a cutout stencil is 
provided. The person scoring t h e tests is asked to look 
over the tests for faint impressions and for multiple ans-
wers.The faint impressions should be strengthened,and the 
multiple responses should be erased.Crossed-out answers 
and careless erasures should be completely erased.The sco-
ring of one teEt takes approximately one minute. 
Interpretation .:Norms are provi ded.They are given in 
raw scores and percentiles,for each of the divisions of 
the examination .The norms are the results of aJmost 800 
participants from 21 echools. Rowever,no information ae to 
where the norms were obtained is given.In the manual ace-
om panying the test are several sugg estions for interpre-
tations of the scores and several cautions.The colleges 
are urged to set up their own standards. 
Reviewer's conclusions.This examination though excellen I 
could be improved by the presence of diagrams and more equa- 1
1 tions. 
REFEPENCES 
O.K.Buros (1949) EE· cit. p.589 
~~~~·~;-===--======== 
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I .CHEMI STRY TES T REVIEWS 
B .HI GH SCHOOL LEVEL 
l.CHE:fu:ISTRY ,EVERY PUPIL 1'EST 
December 1948 ; Ohio Scholarship Tests; au thors-K . :M .Per-
sing ,J.H.Ruth,R.C.Runkle,C.Tubbs,an d C.A.Sutter;cost-tests 
.025 each,keys .ol,universal class error check sheet .02, [ 
class comparison fonn .. pr_ogram check .02. reading manual ,per- 1 
centile and item norrae,general directions all free;new forms II 
are usua lly issued each April and December;time-40 minutes; 11 
purpose-to stimulate scholarsh ip,to motivate every pupil to fl 
dO better,and to aid the teacher and a dministrator; I 
Description.The test is divided into t h e following 
eix groups: 
1.26 tenns are given.of which 25 are to be matched with 
the appropriate 25 descriptive phrases. 
2. This portion consists of five chemical formulae a nd 
five c h emical names.To the left of the formulae each chemica 
name is to be written.and to the left of t h e chemical names 
each chemical fonnula is to be written. 
3. There are 20 questions each consisting of three 
parts.n eside each part the student is to place a mark i n di-
eati n g whether the part is true or false.To get t h e entire 
questi on correct,each part must be right,and th~re is no 
partial credit. 
4.Five equations are given and the student is to balance: 
I 
each on e. Spaces are provided so t hat the appropriate numbere 1! 
•' 
for balancing may be entered.This part is strictly completioJ I 
II 
It 
an d each question has a weigh t of th~ee. 
5. Five statements are given and the student is t o write 11 
the chemica l equation for each.This pa rt has a weight of ~_]I 
--- I 
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6.There are five. problems to be solved.There are no 
answers given,and the student must provide the answer.Each 
question has a weight of two. 
Giving each question its proper weight there is a 
total of 55 possible points.32 of these measure pure mem-
ory and the remainder, or 53 ,measure the ability to apply 
fundamental concepts and principles,and the ability to 
interpret data. 
The questions are of high qua.li ty and are well dist. 
ributed over the subject matter. The problems should be 
given a g r eater weight as they take just as long to corup-
lete as the balancing of the equations. 
It seems to the reviewer that more direct questions 
should have been asked on valence.The student should be 
a ble to ca lculate the valence.He could conceivably write 
the correct chemical for.mula for the compound g iven just 
by remembering the proper name.However,by giving specific 
formulae a nd asking for the calculation of the element'e 
or radical's val~1ce this defect would be overcome. 
This examination w~d have been mu ch more complete 
had there been a section devote d to laboratory work. 
The ~ppearance of this test is very satiefactory.There 
are no diagramB .The material is printed in black on white 
paper and is clear. 
Vali di tL:_The manual ac companying the test makes no 
mention of validity. 
·T I 
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Reliability. The ma.nual accompanying this test makes 
no reference to reliability. 
Administration.The time seems rather short for the 
amount of work ,and should be increased to 80 minutes. 
The directions are plain,easy to understand,and simp~ 
to carry out.The student should have two sharpened pencils 
and there should be blank paper on hand to enable them to 
perform the necessary calculations. 
Scoring.A strip key is furnished.The students place 
the answers to the questions in the spaces provided to the 
left of the questions.However,the time for grading this type 
of test takes much longer than if a separate answer sheet 
were used.It is strongly recommended that the teachers giv-
ing this test pro vi de separa.te answer sheets so that they 
may save time in grading the answers. 
Interpretation.No nonns a re provided with this test.The 
person grading the test is required to send in the grades and 
an item analysis to the State Department of Education at 
columbus.Then in four weeks after all the grades a nd item 
analyses h ave been compiled,the norms and an item analysis 
are di stri bu ted to the testing localities .Appa rently, a teach 
outside of Ohio could have the norms as soon as they were 
calculated. 
Re.:view:er' e conclusions .This is an excellent test except 
:for the absence of a section on laboratory work and the fa,ct 
that it is too long for 40 minutes. 
,.~ '->~.cilli Ul'd 'll·•ret'J 
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I-B-2 COOPERATIVE CHEMISTRY TEST 
1942;published by the Educational Teeting Service;fonn s; 
earlier and later for.ms;time-40 minutes;purpoee-to ~ easure 
knowledge of the fundamental facts and principlestitsic to 
an understanding and appreciation of chemistry ,an d the 
ability of the student to comprehend and interpret typical 
materiale in t h e field;for the rest of the infonnation under 
this category see review o.f I-A-1 A.Ci- .S.COOPERATIVE GENEBAL 
CHEMISTRY TEST 
Desc.ription. Thi~ test consists of two parte, the first 
containing 55 questions and the second 2l,all of the multiple 
choice 5-respon.ee type.The first part measures information 
directly,and of the 55 items only two require application of 
knowledge,rather than recall. The eecond part measures qual-
. . 
itative and quantitative application of principles.Five iteme 
are on qualitative application and the remainder on quanti-
tative,requiring the solution of probler.11s and the balancing 
of equa tiona. 
The material ie widely distributed over the field of 
chemi s try and the ma terial covered is important.No iteme 
utilize graphe,charte,or tablee.The test ehould contain more 
items ,and . there ehould be lees involving direct memory, a nd 
more involving qualitative application.Items on laboratory 
technique and the ecientific method should be included. 
'.fhe test is published. in a book let. containing eight pagee a.nd 1 
printed on a high grade of paper. 
Validity and reJJ.:ability.eee review of I-A-1 A.c.s . 
GOOPERATIVE GENERAL CHEMISTRY TEST. 
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Admini~tration.The actual working time of thie teet ie 1/ 
40 minutee.The first portion containing 55 question s consurnee J/f 
25 . t I m1nu ee an d the second part containing 21 queetions,l5. // 
There are t oo many items for too ehort a time. :1 
The direction s are printed on ~e cover page of t h e teet ~ 
booklet anci in a a~parate pamphlet.They are clear and simple I' 
to execute.Separate answer sheets are provided.The examinee 
I 
should have two well sharpened pencils and a good eraaer.The I 
I 
II 
I 
examiner should ha ve a supply of pencils on hand. 
Scoring~A strip key is supplied.However,it would be a 
II 
good idea for the person correct ing the tests to make a 
cutout stencil in order to eave considerable time in correo-
ting the tests.Directions for scoring the tests are given in 
1 
t h e a ccompapying booklet. I 
Interpretation.Nonns are provided ba sed on ?000 students ! 
in 80 schools i .n the East, Middle West,and West.There are aleo J 
I 
norms based on returns from 700 pupils in 10 schools in the J 
South.The nonns are in the form- of percentilee.They are based/1 
on the entire test,and there are no separa te norms f or each 
part of the examination. 
Reviewer'e conolueions.This is a good exa.mination.There 
is an overempha.eis. on recognition . of 
application,and there should be more 
information rather t~ 1
1 time allotted.The strip . 
key should be· converted into a cu tout stencil to deoreaee the 
I amount of time required to correct this test. 
CHEMISTRY TEST 
194l;published by the Bureau of Educational 
Kansas State Teachers College at Emporia;author-E.Kirkpatric~ 
cost-per package of 25(directions and key included) .75 .,f.o.t.1. 
IDnporia,.90 postpaid:in quantities less than 25,test .04,key 
.03,directions .05:specimen set .15 postpaid;Test I on first 
semester's work,forms A and B;Test II on second semester's 
work,forms A and B;time-40 minutes;purpose-an achievement 
teet in high school classes pursuing work in first year chem-
istry 
DeecriEtion.Test I,form A consists of 104 questions 
divided as follows: 
Part 1-20 matching i te.ms; The fonnu lae for 20 chemical 
compounds are given and the examinee must select the proper 
names from a list of 35 alphabetical names. 
Part 2-10 completed chemical reactions are given and 
they must be balanced. 
Part 3-10 chemicals are g iven and three properties for 
each must be selected from a list of 17 properties. 
Part 4-16 multiple choice 4-response questions. 
Part 5.48 true-false questions 
Test II,for.m B ,is ma de up of 165 questions divided as 
follows: 
1.86 true-falee questions 
2 .Four groups of ma.tching questions making up 52 items 
3.15 questions on balancing equations 
4.12 multiple choice 4-response questions 
These . tests do not adequ a. tely cover the field o f chemi-
stry.Certain portions are overemphasized,as the sections on 
equations.rt seems that five equations in each test would 
II 
II 
II 
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have been sufficient.On the other hand such an important 
principle as valence h a s been completely neglected.There 
has been too much stress laid upon items of little impor-
tance,upon facts,and there have been too few questions on 
qualitative and qu antitative application of p rinciples.Also 
overemphasized have been the naming of chemical compounds. 
In each test the examinee h a s ha.d to name at least 25 chem-
ical compounds,or determine t h e names for 25 chemical form-
ul a e.Certainly,the students' understanding of the chemical 
nomenclature could be tested with fewer than 25 questions. 
Test I,fonn A,is printed on both sides of a white 
sheet of paper.There are no diagrams,and the answers are 
placed in parentheses to the left of the questions .The for-
mat for 'l'est II,fonn B is the same,excep t tha t there are 
I 
I 
I 
four pages. I 
test was determined after II Validity.The content of the 
I 
content of leading textboolG a careful analysis of the common 
and courses of study.The specific items and content were 
submitted to chemistry teachers and supervisors for 
A coefficient of correlation between semester marks 
cri tici , 
and sec :r s 
I 
on Test II ,form A, of .68 ~ .03 was obtained.Test II form B 
yielded a coefficient of .?2-,f .03.These results were ob-
tained from 111 cases. 
P eliability. Test II form A using the split-h8 lf method 
yielded a reliability coefficient of .90-! .Oll,and form B 
.82 -i_ .02l.Between scores made on the two forms of Te·st I ,a 
I 
I 
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coeffici ent of .?3 ~ .0261was obtained.Between scores made on ! 
the two fonus of test II a coefficient of .83 was o b tai n e d • T:te1 
I 
data. obtained t hus indicate that t h is test is sufficiently 
reliable to be given for clas sroom u s e. 
Administration.The time on each test is 40 minutes.On 
one test there are 140 questions, and on t h e other there a. re 
16 5 .The test is so conetructed so that it cannot be split 
~~I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
up and given at different times. However,the opposite is true 
where test II is concerned.'J.'here should be more time granted II 
for each test,at least 20 minutes more. 
The directions a re clear and eimple.They are printed 
directly on the test blanks. 
The student must have two well sharpened pencils and a 
good eraser. 
Scoring.The students must pla~e the answers in paren-
theses to the left of the questions.This is unfortunate,ae 
much time is consumed in correcting the tests.It would be 
more ef f icient to provide a special she et on wh ich to place 
I 
I 
1/ 
!J 
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form B of Test II to 1722 in form B of Test I .The students -~~---
taking the s e tests crun e from 51 schools in the case of Test 
II and 72 schools in Test I.There is also a scale for trans-
laing t h e percentile scores into school marks. 
Reviewer's conclueions.This test is fair.It lacks 
quest ions on the a:p:pli cation of :princi:pl es, both quali ta ti ve 
and quantitative.There are too many questions on recall and 
recognition of facts.There are too many chemical compounds 
c:·. nd equatione ,and no questions on such an important :p rin-
ciple as valence.It needs a g reat deal of revision. 
REFEFENCES 
O.K.Buros (194 9 ) ~cit. p.593 
===--!=~ 
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I -B-4 .:MANCHESTEP SE1tffi STEP -END ACHI EVEMENT TESTS , CHE:KU STPY 
I 
Fall semester, 194 8 ;Bureau of Teets of Manchester college ,I 
Indiana;no author given;cost-in quantities of less than 10, 1 
postpaid per test .05,in quantities of 10-99,postpaid per test! 
.03,in orders of 100 or more .025,keys .Ol;new forms are iss- II 
ued at the end of the fall an d spring semesters; there is no I 
time limit men ti one d; 
Description.This test is composed of 100 questions 
divided into the following eigh t g roups: 
1.15 true-false questions ba se d on v a rious f acts 
2.25 multiple choice 4-resp onse que s tions based on 
concepts ,principles, an d f acts 
li 
3.15 completion q1..1 estion s 
4.15 chemicH.l names fo r wh ich the formula e must be gij 
it 
II 5 . 5 e quations to be balanced 
II 
'I 
I 
6.5 e qu a tions to be completed and ba lanced 
7.5 equ a tions to be written f or 5 described reactions 
8 .5 probl ems , each · h a ving a weight of three 
There is inadequa te covere.ge of ma terial. No questions 
are asked on such important p rinciples as valence,or on lab-
oratory work. There i s too much stress placed u p on memorization 
o f facts,concepts,an d p rinciples where t h ere shoul d h a ve been / 
more ~1phasis on their a pplication. 34 of t he 100 questions ar l 
I 
I 
II 
on c:::..pplication of concepts a nd principles, but almost twice 
as man y ,or 66,are ba sed on recall and reco gn ition. 
'J.'he test is n eatly printed in the f onn of an eight p age 1 
booklet, 8 by lOt i n ch es,on standard quality paper. 
58 
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Validity.On the order blank there is a statement to the 
eff ect t hat this test is valid.However,nothing is ment ioned 
about how the va.li di ty was detennin ed . 
F eliability.On the order blank there is a statemen t to 
the effect that t h is test is reliable,but nothing on how 
the reliability wa. s determined. 
Administration.No t:im.e limit is given.The directions 
are brief,to the point,e.nd simple. 
The teacher should have sharpened pencils on hand in 
case the pupils break any. Th e students shou ld have two 
sharp pencils. 
Scoring.The answers are to be placed directly in the 
test booklet,to the left of the questions.However,it would 
be much more ef f icient to have a separate answer sheet as 
thi s would f a cilitate t he correcting of the te s t.A strip 
key is provided. 
Interpretation. The norms consist of t he Upper Q,ua rti le 
Score(in this case 65) ,the median(in t h is case 50) ,an d the 
Lower Q,uartile(in this case 38) .These norms were obtained 
from scores reported to the Bureau at Manchester.However, 
it would be much better if the number of results used in 
cQmputing t he norms were stated. 
Reviewer's conclusions.There are too man y questions 
on rote mernory.There should be questions on laboratory work 
and valence,and application of concepts and principles. 
II 
II 
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!I I-B-5 USAF I EY~MINATION I N CHEMISTRY-HIGH SCHOOL 
FOFM SCh-1-B-4 
Copyright 1944 ; for the remaining information under thi a 
category see review of 1-A-2. USAFI EYJU~INATION I N GENEFAL 
CHEMISTF.Y 
Description .This test is made u:p of 90 questions divided 
among t h e following g roupe: 
1.25 multi ple choice 5-response questions on g en eral 
information;Direct knowledge rather than reasoning or appli-
cation is asked for h ere, and the question s h a ve a broad dis-
tri bu tion. 
2.15 problems on skills used in solvi ng p roblems;The 
student must choose on e of the five resp onses.These p rck>leme 
cover the basic calculations of chemistry and could hardly 
b e imp roved upon. 
3.28 mu l tiple choice questions on ap plication of p rin-
ci p les in familiar contexts;Very little memory of facts is 
required in this part,rather the understanding of important 
principles like t h e periodic table;concepts such as chemical 
and physical changes;the idea behind the chemical activity I 
series;the concep t of chemical reactions,etc.,are all tested. ! 
4.7 questions on applicatio n of principles for ~redic t-
ion and exp lanation;In this part the student is giv En some 
information and must make a decision. Then he must choose 
from several alternatives the reason for his conclusion. 
These questions are intri guing and there should be more of 
======---
II 
II 
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them. 
5.This part is entitled "Application of Scientific 
:Method" .There are 16 multi ple choice questions in this 
group . AJJnost a ll of the questions measure some asp ect of 
the scientific meth od.In each case data are g iven and t h e 
student must select the proper procedure from a list of 
alternativee.some i nform.at ion is given and t he student is 
asked to select t he evidence which corroborates this info~ 
mat ion. 
I n the entire examination the distribution of questions 
is widespread and covers the subject matter adequ Rtely.The 
questions are of h i gh quality and this is a well constructed 
examination. 
The questions are printed on a high grade of paper in a 
12-pag e book le t.There are many diagrams and they are all 
sharp and distinct. 
Validity. The ve,lidity was deten.nined by su bmitting the 
examinat ion to four expert teachers of hi gh school cha~istry 
and ha ving them check over the i te.rns. 
Reliability. There is no i nfo rmat ion a ccompan ying the 
test con cern ing the reliability.However, "there is infer-
ential evidence(Kuder-Richardson) of satisfa ctory reliabi-
lity" •1 
l.O.K.Buros (194 9) O~.cit. p.588 
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Administration and scoring.eee review of l-A-2.USAFI 
EXA.IviiNA'l' ION I N GENI~EAL Cn.lliMI STRY. 
In terpreta.tion .No nus are pro vi de d. They consist of the 
raw scores and percentiles. They are based on the resultc of 
about 750 participants from 17 schools.However,nothing is 
se..i d about the source of these norms .Are they from all over 
the country,or some special part? 
Reviewer's conclueione.This is an excellent test.The 
distribution of the material is hi ghly eatisfactory.The . I dla- I 
grams are excellent as are most of the questions. I 
REFERENCES 
1.W.Hered and H.The1en,"The High School Chemistry Test 
of the Anned Forces Institute" .Journal of Cheulical Education 
21:507-515 October 1944 - il 
2. 0 .K.Buros (1949) ~· cit. p.588 I 
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11. PHYSICS TEST REVIEWS 
A .COLLEGE LEVEL 
l.COOPERATIVE PHYSICS TESTS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
1939 ;:published by the Educational Testing Service; 
prepared by H.Farwell,C.La.pp,H.Lemon,F.Pa.lmer,J.Tate,A. 
worthing;time-215 minutee;for the rest of the information 
under this category eee review of I-A-1 A.C.S.COOPEPATIVE 
GENERAL CHEMISTRY TEST;earlier and later for.me 
Deecription.The following table showe the number of 
questions in the different groups of subject matter in the 
different parte of the examination: 
TABLE I 
QUESTIONS IN DIFFERENT GROUPS OF SUBJECT MATTER IN THE 
DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE EXAMINATION 
M# 
.oo.odern Physics 19 
Heat 13 
Uechanics 14 
Sound 3 
Light 16 
Electricity 15 
Total 80 
A 
? 
8 
5 
12 
13 
45 
Q,A 
8 
28 
8 
? 
16 
67 
#M etands for retention of facte; 
A means · application of principles; 
TOTAL 
19 
28 
50 
16 
35 
44 
192 
Q,A means quantitative application of principles 
All queetione are of the multiple choice 5-reeponee 
- J 6 3~== -~-
1 
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This 1s a well oonstracted examination covering the- .. - --I 
field of elementary college physics rather well.There ehou ~~ 
be more emphasis on application of principles and their i/ 
understanding,rather than the quantitative application.Ther9 
are a few items on laboratory procedure, but there ehould be I 
more. I 
The test is printed on a good grade of white paper.TherJI 
are 18 diagrams,all clear and easy to interpret.The questio Jl 
are arranged in separate g.roups of four pages. 
Validity and reliabili.ty.see review of I-A-1 A.c.s. 
COOPERATIVE GENERAL CHEIIfi STRY TEST 
Administration.The following time is allotted for 
each part of the teet:mechanioe-50 minutes for 50 items; 
heat-30 minu tea for 28 queetione; sound-20 minu tee for 16 
items;light-40 minutes for 35 queetione;electricity-50 
minu tee for 44 queetione ;modern phyeice -25 minu tee for 19 
items.The time for each section is adequate,and the teet 
is so constructed that if necessary,each portion could be 
I 
., administered on different days. 
i 
- ---- __ I __ 
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The directions are clear and to the point.They are 
easy to follow.They are printed on the firet page of the 
test booklet and in the accompanying pamphlet.The only 
material needed by the student is a good eraser along with 
sharp pencile. I 
If 
r 
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S;newers in the teet booklet and using a s..trip key.There are 
directions for scoring a t the end of each divieion of the 
test. 
Interpretation.Norme are provided in the form of raw 
scoree and percentilee.There are no figures on the number 
of cases on which these norms are ba eed,nor are the sources 
mentioned . i\f onns are provided for each part of the test; for 
male and female students in general physics classee;and for 
college students enrolled in engineering aourses.There are 
six graphs showin:g .. the pret.est reaul ts of students A)who 
did not,.Bt) who did study physics in high school;the post-
teet reeulte of students A)who. did not·,B)who did study 
physics in high 
electricity,heat,sound,light,and modern physics • 
.Reviewer's conclusiona.This is an excellent test,but 
could be improved by increasing the number of questions on 
application of principles and including more laboratory 
teL9hni que and procedure. 
====== ===-=-- ----
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II-A-2 USAFI EY..Al\G NATION I N PEYSICS,College Level 
FORM CPy-3 .. B .. 4 
Copyright 1944;cost-eecti ons I and II $1.75 per 25: 
eection III $2 per 25;time-sections I & II 90 minutes,section 
III 90 minutes;for the remainder of the infonnation under 
this category eee I-A-2 USAFI EXAlUNATI ON IN GENEPAJJ CHEM-
I STRY 
DeBcription.This test is divided into two parts. The 
fiTst portion contains section I on concepts and principles 
and section II on problems.The second part contains questions 
on critical thinking in science. 
TABLE II 
THE NUM:BER OF Q,UESTIONS ON THE DIFFERENT GPOUPS 
OF SU:BJEC T :MATTER 
I # II III Mechani~s 7 11 21 
Heat 4 5 11 
Sound 2 3 3 
Light 4 7 8 
Electricity 8 14 17 
totals 25 40 60 
# refers to Part I 
The questions are of the multiple choice 5-response type / 
I The questions on the concepts and principles are we ll can s t .. 
ructed. The va riety ie broad and the questions are indirect, 
relying on reasoning rather than direct recall or recognition. 
II 
The section on problens does not include any on conversion of , 
units.Other than this it ee~1 s to be comprehensive.The part 
I 66 
on critica l thinking is excellent.Several methods of question-
i ng are used.A :proble.'Il is given an d the student is asked to 
fi gu re out what would ·hap:pen.An experimen t is :presented and 
the examin ee is requ i red to draw conc.lusions.A statement is 
given and t he student must choose the p rinci ? le tha t applies. 
The lat te r procedure is reversed.A :princi ? l e is given and the 
s t udent is require d to apply that principle to a probl em 
determining what will Tesult .some tables are given an d the 
I 
studen t is r equired to interpret them.In ea ch of these ques- I 
.. . -- - - ~ . 
tio n s five alternatives are given and the 
the correct one. 
student must select [] 
II 
I 
Sections I an d II are printed in one 8 -page booklet. 
Section III is printed in a 12-:page booklet. There are 25 
diagrams in a ll and they are distinct and eas y to interpr et. 
The test is printed on a good g rade of white :paper. 
validity.The va lidity was determined by submitting t he 
examination to experts in the field of colleg e physics and 
having th~a check over the items. 
Reliability. Nothing is mentioned a bout the reliability. 
Administration.The time fo r this test is suf f icient .It 
could easily be given at two different times.The directions 
are printed on the test booklets and they are clear and simple 
to follow.The only materials necessary are sharp pencils 
which the students shoul d provide. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I Scoring. See review of I-A-2 USAFI EY-~INATION IN 
GEl\fEPAL CHEMISTP.Y 
Interpretation .No norms are provi ded.Eo reason is 
given for this. 
Reviewer's conclusions. This is an excellent examinatio~ 
It is one of the best that this reviewer has seen.The only 
means of improving it would be the addition of a few prob-
lema on the conversion of units.There should also be a set 
of nonns to aid in the interpretation. 
REFERENCES 
O.K.Buros (1949) £E. • . cit.p.603 
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II.PHYSICS TEST REVIEWS 
jj.HIGH SCHOo:n;; LEVEL 
!.COOPERATIVE PHYSICS TEST 
1940 ;publiehed by the Educational Teeting service;pre-
pared by G .P. ·~Swinnerton, B .s .Bartlett, D .Roller, S.M. Sk:inn er, 
F .st.ewart ,and G .warner.; ea.rli.er and later forms ;purpoee-to 
meaeure achievement with . respect to the etudente' knowledge 
and ability to think . in terme of the material covered by the 
typical. secondary-school. physics couree; time-40 minu tee; for 
the reet of the infonnation under this category see I-A-1 
A .C .S .COOPERATIVE GENERAL CHEMISTRY TEST review. 
Deecription .This teet coneiete of 85 mu.l.tip le choice 
5-reaponee queetione divided into two parte.The first portio 
cone iete of 43 items ,and the eecond of 42.Q.ueetione related 
to the same group of subject matter are kept together. There 
are 2? questio.ne on mechanics ,16 on heat ,21 on electricity 
and magnetiem,l4 on light,and ? on sound.There are 51 iteme 
on retention of fa.ete or knowledge, 24 problems or quanti ta-
tive application of concepts and principlee,and only'lO 
i teme on appli ca. tion of principles and their U·nderetanding. 
The main fault of this teet lies in the type of iteme 
asked.There should be more queetione on underetanding and 
application of principles,and these should not be of a 
quantitative nature.l'he sampling is also limited.It ie wide-
spread, b1.1t too thin.A longer examination would be much more 
des i reab le. 
'l'her e are five diagrams, all correctly labelled and 
dietinct.The test is printed on a good. grade of white paper I 
in a book let eight pagee in length. II 
=-----~ ~ ~~-
II 
Validity and reliability.See review of I-A-1 A.a.s. 
COOPERATIVE GENERAL CHEMISTBY TEST 
Administration.The actual working time for this test is 
40 minu.tes,which is far too , ehort,as .there are 85 questions • 
by taking certain measures the teet could be epli t into two 
sections and given at different timee.There ie a time limit 
of 20 minutee for each :part.However,if an examinee finishee 
the firet part before this time,he may start the second part. 
The directions are clearly etated on the first page of 
the test booklet,and they can be followed witbn~t difficulty. 
'l'he only equipment .needed by the student is a sharp 
pencil :~:.and a good eraser. 
scoring.A etrip key is provided,but it would facilitate 
matters if the person correcti ng the examination were to make 
a cutout etencil.On the last page of the test booklet appears 
a table giving the amount to be subtracted f rom the right 
for the number wrong. 
Interpretation .Norms are provided in the form of percen-
tiles.'.i.'here ie a sAp arate set for the south,obtained from 500 
students in 10 southern eohoole,and another eet from 5000 ex-
a.mineee in the rest of the country from 90 scho;ols. 
Reviewer• s conclusions. The test . is too long for 40 minu-
tee.There is too much emphasieon factual information. 
P.EFEP.ENCES 
O.K.Buroe (1949) ~· cit. pp.599-600 
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II-B-2 THE 1942 IOWA EVERY-PUPIL TEST I N PHYSICS 
Copyri ght 1942;Bureau of Educational Research and S er-
vic e ,University of Iowa;author-Armin Gra.ber;editor-C.J.Lapp; 
cost-tes t . 05,key .OB;time-actual working &5 minutes 
Description.This test is made up of a total of 88 ques-
tiona divided into two grp~ps.The first part consists of 
74 multiple choice 4-response questions to be done within 
43 minutes. The second part is composed of 14 p roblems to be 
don e in 13 mi nutes.In the latter t h e s t udent mu~t supply t he 
answers. 
There is an excellent coverag e of su bject matter in the 
first part with the questions as follows: 
Uechanics-27,electricity 2l,heat-10,li ght -lO,soun d-6; 
However,the coverag e is distorted in favor of mechanics in 
the second part.The:re are 9 problems on mechanics,2 on heat, 
and one each on electricit y ,sound,and light. 
I Of the 88 questions,lO require .rnemory, whereas the ,I 
remainder require application of concepts and principles. Ill 
I No t hi ng is ask ed about laboratory work,and there a re no qu e s- 11 
,. 
tion s or problems requiring the conversion of units,an i tei:U 
which is most important in physics.A few diagrams are used. I 
I 
1'he test is printed cl early i n an eigh t pag e booklet 
with the directions an d answer sh eet mak in g up two of t h e 
pages.The diagrams are distin ct,the grade of p a per good. J 
Validity.Nothing is mentioned about validity or about ~ 
r eliability. 
I j_ 
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Administration.Of the 60 minutes allowed for the test ~~~~ 
5 minutes must be used for administrative fun ction s.The , 
test is too long for 55 i:linu t es as each question requires 
though t ,and each problera involves calculations requiring 
perhaps a minute. That would be dB minutes for 88 questions. 
The test is so arranged that it can be easily split up. 
The directions are clea. r,specific,and simple.The pupil 
sho ul d have two sharp pencils and an eraser.Only one inter-
ruption is necessaryand that is when the exru!liner tells the 
students to continue on t ~o t h e second p art at the end of 
43 minutes of working time. 
scoring.A cutout stencil is provide d a nd the test can 
be scored in a very short time. 
Interpretation.Percentile norms based on the results 
of more than 2400 pupils are provided. 
Reviewer•s conclusions.This is an excellent test,but 
two factors are objectionable.The first is the time el~nent 
which is too short.The second,is the abnormal distribution 
of numerical problems dealing with mechanics.These make u p 
about one-sixth of the examination~ 
I 
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II-B-3 ]!ANCHESTER SEME STER-END ACHI EVEMENT TEST IN PHYSICS 
Fall semester ,1948 ; for remainder of info nnation under 
this category see review of I-B-4 MANCHESTER SE~ffiSTER-END 
ACHI EVEivlElfT TEST I N CHEMISTRY 
Descriotion.This test consists of 100 questions divided I 
as foilo ws: 
1. 55 multiple choice 4-response questions 
2.10 completion i terns 
3.25 matching q~eetions 
4 . 10 problems 
The test covers measurement,mechanics,and heat being 
equivalent to that taken up in the first semester of the 
usual hi gh scpool physics course. 
Out of the 100 questions abo u t 1 6 a r e on application 
of concepts and prin ciples, the remainder being on mernori-
zation of facts,concepts,an d p rin ciples.There are too few 
questions on application and too many on rote memory. 
The problems have the same weight as each of the other 
I 
I 
questio n s.rt is the reviewer's opin ion tha t the probl5ns 
should have at least a wei ght of two,if not three.The mater- i 
ial is well distri bu ted.Howeve r ,there are n o question s on 
laboratory wo rk ,which is extremely important at this part of 
the course. 
The test is nea tly printed in the fonn of an ei ght pag e 
booklet, 8 by lOt inches on standard quality paper.There are 
no diagrams. 
I 
I 
I 
174 
Vali di tl,Reliabi 11 ty ,Admini st:ati :n~sc~rin g see : evie: I' =---~- == 
of 1-B-4 MANCHE STER SEbiESTER -END ACHI EVE1viEN1' TEST I N CHEMIST_
1
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Interpretation.The nonns consist of t h e Upper ~uartile 
Score(in t his case 62) ,the median(in this case 50) ,and t h e 
Lower ~uartile(in this case 38) .These no r ms were obta ined 
from scores r eported to the Bureau at Mancheste r .However ,it 
wou l d be much bet t er if the number of re~l ts used in 
computing the norms were sta ted. 
Reviewer's conclusions.The main defect in this test is 
the overwheJrn.ing proportion of qi est ions measuring reten tion 
of facts,rather than t h e ability to apply the fundamental 
con cepts and prin ciples and t h e abili t y to interpret data. 
There shou ld also be question s on t h e scien tific meth od. The 
l at ter co uld take i n laboratory work . The questio ns are 
wi dely distri buted, but the mann er in which t h ey are s t ated 
is die tur bing . 
I 
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II-B-4 PHYSICS, EVERY PUPIL TEST 
December 1948;0hio Scholarship Tests; a uthor-D . .J .Kimble; 
for t he rema inder of t he informa tion under this category 
see CHEI~STRY,EVERY PUPIL TEST;This physic s t est is devised 
to measure the knowledg e and exp e ri ence gained in measure-
men t,mecha nics,and heat. 
Dec sri otion .The test consists of 80 questions to be ans-
wer e d i n 40 mi n utes.The test is divide d i n to the f ollowing 
seven p a rts: 
1.15 mul t i p l e ch oice 4-resp onse questions ma de up of 
misce l l an eous items. 
2.Each of 10 descriptive phrases is to be matched with 
the term which it most closely defines. 
3.10 descriptive phra ses or st a temen t s of a n a tura l l aw 
to be ma tche d wi th t h e term ,exam~) l e ,or application which is 
most clearly indica t e d. 
4 .This portion i s on values a nd symbols.lO uni ts of 
mea surement a re g iven a n d a n e qual va l u e in different un its 
is to be foun d . The answers a re the com:pl e tion t ype , with .mo 
choice g iven. 
5 .10 multiple choice 4-response questions on l a bora -
tory work. 
6 .10 true or false que s tion :::; on modern and applied 
physics. 
7.15 well distri buted probl s ns on measu remen t,mechanics / 
and heat;stu dents must provide t h eir own an swe rs; This part i 
of the exmnina tion is weighted dou bl e . 
,, 
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Out of a possible 95 questions(80 plus the extra 
of 15 from the probl~ns)46 measured the ability to a pply 
the fundamental concepts and principles an d 49 measured 
the ability to memorize facts. 
It is the reviewer's opinion that pa rt six is not 
approp riate.The purpose of t he test is to measure the 
knowledge and experience gained in measuremen t ,me chanics, 
and heat.What then is this section on modern and applied 
physics doing in this examina tion? 
The sect ion on l aboratory work is very good,but cou ld 
be improved by lab e lling t he units on th e graph used for 
three problems.The pu rpos e behind the use of t he gra ph is 
to detennine whether the pupils c an interpret it .However, 
the f i gure s on the g]:'aph must be appropri a tely l a belled to 
I 
a void any unnec es s a ry ambiguity. 
There should be more questions on app lication of 
concepts and principles t han on memorization of f a cts.There I 
should a lso be questions wh ich test the scientific method 
and aspect s of the sci e:n.tifi c meth od. 
The test h a s a neat,clean appearance.The print is I 
clea r an d the qua lity of the p aper i s goo d .The diagrams 1
11 
are distinct. To the left of t h e ques tio n oc curs 8. line on 11 
which the a nswer is to be placed.This is a good feature wit~ 
regar d t o the student tak ing the test, a s he can readily 
11
1 
check his results without having to hunt a ll over t he pap er ! 
for his answer.It is n ot a good f eature for the person 
correcting the examintaion and t his will be discussed lat~. l 
I 
Validity. a nd r eli b ili ty .No mention is made of' either 1 
v alidity or re l i a bility in t h e manua l a ccom:p an ying t he test. I 
Admini stration.The time for the te st i s 40 mintttes. ~~ 
.Howeve r . there are 8 0 que s tion s an d t hat is far too many 
f or such a short test.Perhaps,it is not short if the ma in 
obj ective is to detennine who:n th e "'SUp erior stu dent s a re. 
Howeve :.r ,to measure the knowledc; e and experienc e de tennine d 
in t h e understanding of measurem ent ,mech:::mi cs, and h ea t, 
the tfu1e i s insuff icient. 
For the remainder of t he i nforma tion under t:!:lis cat e -
g ory ,unde r Scoring,and under Interpretation see CHE:.::viiS T'RY, 
EVEP.Y PUPIL TEST review. 
R~viewer's conclusions.But fo r one section,the on e on 
mvdern and ap.Ql i ed physics, this test seems to be of hi gh 
quality.However,there a re some _p oor features as the short 
time limit;the l a ck of questions on the scie:'ltific met h od; 
a n d t he p reponderance of questi ons on memorization,rather 
t han applica tion.The divi s ion on l ab ora tory wo:rk is vvorth-
'Nhi le. 
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i II-B-5 US A.FI EY: ..lU,~IN_t\.TION I N PHYSICS 
Copyri ght 1945;high school;for 
under t h is categ ory see I-A-2 USAFI 
CHFMI STRY 
the rema ining informatio j 
EY.Aiti NAT I ON I N GEN:?.:P AL li 
I 
Decription.This test is made up of 96 questions of the i 
multiple choice 5-respons e variety.They are placed in the 
following g roups: 
1.37 questions on infonnation 
2.36 questions on application o f p rinciples 
3 • 21 p ro bl ems 
The distribution of quest ions i s widespread a nd covers 
the subject ma tter a dequa. tely.30% of t he questions arc on 
mechanics,l 6 .7% on ligh t, 20% on heat,8.3~ on sound,anC: : 2»% 
on electricity a nd magnetism. 
The questions on information h a v e been well fonnul a ted 
as t hey mea sure information i ndirectly so tha t pure ~emory 
p l a ys but a small part in the answerin g of most of the 
questions.The p roblems are -,.rell distributed over the subject ! 
ma tter with the exception of soun d and li ght.There is only 
on e p roblem on s ound and but on e on light.The student is 
given fiv e a nswers to each p robl E'.n1 and mu s t select the 
correct one.1'he question s on a pp licat ion of p rinci p les requ-
ire mu c h thought a nd reasoning .They a re discriminatory and 
should separate the high from the low ca liber students. 
I 
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Along with Pro f es s or Johnson
1 
t h i s r eviewe r h a s no t ice d II 
t hat there is much simila rity in the t yp e of question a s ked 1
1 
in the section s on i nfo nna t ion and a pplica tion of p rin cipl es. I 
~I 
I The s i mila rit y is no t in subj ect matte r , bu t in wha t t he 
student i s r equired to answer, a s t he que s tio n s on i nfo rmatim 
a r e so in direct t h a t t h e y r equire interp r e t a ti on a nd a pplic-
ation.Undou bte dl y ,th e an swerin g of t he que s tion s on inf orma-
tion do not require a s mu ch t h ought,rea sonin g , and i n t e r pre-
t a tio n a s t h os e on the applica tion o f p rinci ples . 
The question s a r e prin ted on a hi gh g r a de of p a p er i n a 
1 2 - pag e book let. There a re severa l di agr~n s and a ll a r e olea~ 
Va lidity.The vali dity wa s deter.mine d by su bmit t ing the 
forms to p ersons nomina ted by the America n Associ ::1tion of 
Physics Teach ers.These people were aske d to che ck t he t e sts 
for comp r eh ensiveness of cove r a e.; e in objective s e..nd i n con-
ten t,for a ccura cy of rna t e rial, an d whether ea ch exerci se is a 
v a lid measur e of t h e obj ective it is suppo s e d t o mea sure. 
Reliability. No men t ion is mad e of re l i a bility,but a s 
a va l i d t e s t is r e li a bl e ,th i s test i s r e liable. 
Admini s tra tion and sc oring . see revi ew of USAFI EYJU~IN-
ATIO N I N G~~ERAL CH~~I STRY,colleg e level. 
Interp reta tion . Norms a r e provi de d. They ar e based u pon 
t h e result s of a bout 1350 p a rtici pant s f rom 4 5 s chools.The 
norms a re g i ve n ou t in r a w sco r es an d p e rcentiles. Howeve r , 
I 
n othing is men t ion e d a bou t t he sou rce o f these no nns . Are they- I 
l. O.K .Buro s (1949) £E• cit.p.601 
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from the whole country ,the so uth, t h e midwe s t, the east?The 
manua l accompanying t he test s tates that the non:a.s a re 
tent a ti ve until mor e dat a i s re c eived .It has been four years 
si n c e t h i s test was devised and there shoul d have been more 
i nformat ion r eleased . 
The manual h a s severa l cau ti ons t o b e observed in 
i nte rp re tin g the norms e.n d there ar e many fine sug g estions 
regarding the in terpre t a tion s of the s cor e s and t he ir uses. 
P. eviewer's conclusions.This is an exc e llent test . The 
Gpread of material cov ered is even ,except in a minor instance 
where there is but on e p roblem on sound and two on li ght .The 
questions on info rma tion coul d ha v e been more direct so that 
a clear-cat distinction could b e made between the section on 
i nf onnat ion and t hat on applicatio n of p rinciples. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMAPY, CONClUSIONS, AND RECOl~mNDATIONS 
RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this investigation is (l)to bring up 
to date a review of t h e re~eareh on testing in the fields 
of elementary chemistry and elementary phyeics,e.nd (2)to 
review a repreeentati ve number of standardized teste which 
have been constructed in these sciences since 1938. 
SU:M:MABY OF TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED 
Review of the reeearch.The educational literature was 
scrutinized for all reference s to research in testing in 
elementary physics and elementary chemistry.Theee references 
were then investigated with digeste made of the pertinent 
reeearch.An- organized presentation of the compiled material 
was prepa red. 
Work on standardized teste.A list of standardized tests 
in elementary physics and e.lementary chemistry co:netructed 
since 1938 was obtained.These tests were then secured from 
the test publishers.A study was made of the literature in 
testing and measurements to obtain a set of criteria to be 
1' 
\ used in judging or reviewing a teet.After a set of criteria 
11 had been established the standardized tests were reviewed 
with the criteria as a baeis. 
81 
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SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 
Research in chemistry teeting.There has not been much 
research done in testing in chenistry.Several worthwhile 
ideas have been advanced,but whether or not they have been 
carried out on a large scale is a matter of conjecture.Hend-
ricks and Smith proposed a circulating library of test items 
in chemistry,to be on the college level.An encouraging note 
I 
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ate etudies by Wise,Alpern,and Dunning.Wiee etudied "the rel-
ationship between the ability(or abilities) involved in both 
the recall of info:rmat.ion and the solution of conventional 
probl.ems in physics and the ability to -apply principles of 
physics in the solution of problematic situations which are 
1 
typical of out-of-echoo.l experiences.n Alpern studied the 
ability to test sci en ti fie hypo theses .running's research was 
on the ability to interpret data,and the ability to apply 
principles{two aspects of scientific ' thinking). 
l.H.Wise, ~· cit. p.l30 
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8tandardi zed t~sts.It is the a-u-th::.~~elief that in . 11 ·--
the field of standardized teste in science witb in the last II 
ten years, the leadership has been taken by the Educational 1\ 
I 
·I 
Testing Service ,Cooperative Test Di vi eion .These tests are 11 
·i 
by far the best the author P,ae seen in the fields of ele-
mentary chemi.etry and elell•·entary physics. 
CONCLUSIONS 
As the reviews ~f the tests have indicated,the beet 
standardized te ·ete in elementary chemistry a..l"ld elementary 
physics are those issued by the Cooperative Teet Division 
., ~ . 
· of the 'Educational Testing Service.The USAF! teets are also 
excellent, but only one edition has been published,whereas 
there have been several editions of t h e Cooperative Tests, 
e.nd the future p:'r!omi see eti 11 more. 
There has not been much, resear.ch done in testing in 
physics and chemistry.The only .means of improving teste is 
by painstaking ,exhaustive,conatructive research.It ie 
encouraging to see research of the type engaged in by Wise, 
. , 
Alpern ,and Dunning, but there is a need for more detailed 
study of the problema involved in testing in the sciences. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
l.It is understo_qd that the World Boo,k Company will issue 
a battery of tests including the fields of chemistry and 
physics in 1950.Ae competition may provi de better tests, 
it is recommended that the · other test publishers begin a 
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program of teet cons~~ction in these fields. 
2. :M_ore definite obj ecti vee should be formulated in preparing 
chemistry and physics tests. 
3.Inveetigation of the practicability of eetabliehing ci rcu-
lating libraries of teet it~le,bDth on the high echool and 
the college level should be .made. 
4 .Additional studies similar to tho se undertaken by Wiee, 
Alpern, a nd running ehould be carried out to dete ·:mine · wh at 
abilitiee should be meaeured in ecience teete,how beet to 
measure them,and wh$-tt. the relationships are between them,if 
any. 
5.Additional studies on the research in teeting in other 
sciencee ehould be made.The author wishes to mention that 
Mr. Leonard Kaufman at the Boe·ton Univereity School of 
Education is working on the reeea rch done in teeting in 
general science and biology,and his theeie should be comple-
ted in Ju ly, 194 9. 
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APPENDIX 
The following is a list of the test publishers whose 
tests were analyzed: 
Cooperative Test service 
15 Amsterdam Avenue 
New York 23,N.Y. 
Bureau of Educational Research and service 
Office of Extension Division 
state University of Iowa 
Iowa City 
Bureau of Educational Measurements 
Kansas State Teachers Colleg e 
Emporia,Kansas 
Hureau of Tests and Measurements 
Manchester College 
North Manchester,Indiana 
Ohio State Department of Education 
Columbus,Ohio 
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